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SOME SMOOTH MAPS WITH INFINITELY
MANY HYPERBOLIC PERIDOIC POINTS

BY

JOHN M. FRANKS(')

Abstract. If a smooth map of the two-disk to itself has only hyperbolic

periodic points and has no source or sink whose period is a power of two

then it has infinitely many periodic points. This and similar results are

proved.

In this note we give a Lefschetz fixed point type argument to show that

certain smooth maps with only hyperbolic peridoic points must have infinitely

many periodic points. Surprisingly, this works even for such homologically

simple spaces as the two-dimensional disk and the unit interval.

A C1 map/: M -* M is said to have hyperbolic peridoic points provided that,

for each x E M and each integer n > 0 such that/"(.>c) = x, the derivative

map Df" : TMX -» TMX has no eigenvalues of absolute value one. For our

purposes below it is quite acceptable that 0 be an eigenvalue of Df", i.e. that

there be periodic singular points, as long as there are no eigenvalues of

absolute value one.

A periodic point x for which all eigenvalues of Df" are less than one in

absolute value (including perhaps 0) will be called a sink. If all eigenvalues of

Df" are greater than one in absolute value then x is called a source. In the

following theorem S and S denote the circle and two-sphere respectively,

while D2 is the two-dimensional disk and 7 is the unit interval [0,1]. For D2

and 7 we assume that no boundary points are periodic.

Theorem. If the following types of C maps have only hyperbolic periodic points

then they have infinitely many periodic points:

(a) Anyfi.S -* S of degree 1 which has at most one source or sink with least

period a power of 2.

(b) Anyf: S2 -* S2 of degree 0 or -1, or any g: D2 -* D2 which has no source

or sink with least period a power of 2.
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(c) Any f: S -»5 of degree Q or -I, or any g: I -* I which has no sink with

least period a power of 2.

We remark that in the above theorem fixed points are, of course, considered

to be points whose least period is a power of 2, namely 2° = 1. It is also worth

noting that a generic set of C1 self-maps of M will have only hyperbolic

periodic points, i.e. a set of second category in the Baire space CX(M,M), (see

Shub [4] for this).

An example of a smooth embedding/: D2 -» D2 with a single sink of least

period 3 and infinitely many hyperbolic periodic points can be found in [5, pp.

786-787]. On the other hand D. Pixton has shown me an example of an

embedding g: D2 -* D2 with a single sink of least period 2" (any n > 0) and

finitely many hyperbolic periodic points.

The proof of the theorem above will depend heavily on a function tj(/)

which is sometimes called the homology zeta function (see [2], [3] or [5]) and

which we now define.

Definition. For any f: M -» M we define

7,(/) = exp(Í  m-xL(fm)tm\

where L(fm) is the Lefsehetz number off".

For a general reference on the Lefschetz number and the Lefschetz fixed

point theorem see [1]. We remark that a priori -q(f) is a formal power series in

/, but it is not difficult to show it is always a rational function of / (see [5]).

Moreover, since L(fm) depends only on the homotopy type off, it follows that

if /and g are homotopic then r¡(f) = r¡(g).

If y is a hyperbolic periodic orbit of a map/and has least period p, then for

each point x £ y we will denote by E" the subspace of TMX spanned by

generalized eigenspaces of Df/ which correspond to eigenvalues which are

greater than one in absolute value. Since Df/ : E" -» Ej„ ̂  is an isomorphism,

it is clear that dim E" = dim E" if x, y E y. Also it is clear that if Df/ : E"

-* E" preserves (reverses) orientation then also Dfyp: E" -> E" preserves

(reverses) orientation if x, y £ y.

Lemma 1. Let f: M -» M be a C map with finitely many periodic points, all

hyperbolic, then

^>-no-v'M>(~,,*H.
Y

where the product is over all periodic orbits y, p(y) is the least period of y, Ay is

± 1 depending on whether Df/^y' : E" -* E" preserves or reverses orientation for

x E y, and u(y) = dim E" for x E y.
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Remark. If the formula above is interpreted in terms of formal power series,

it remains correct when/has infinitely many periodic points provided they are

hyperbolic (see [3, 2.6]).

Proof. We know that

rK/) = exp( i ^L(fm)A   and   L(fm) -      2      I(x,fm)
\m=l m / jteFix(/m)

where 7(x,/m) denotes the index of the fixed point (of/"1) x (see [1]). By a

result of Smale [5, p. 767],

I{x,fm) - (-l)*\   whenxEy.

If we define Lm(y) to be 2x€y I(x,fm) (setting 7(x,/m) = 0 if fm(x) * x),

then L(fm) - 2Y Lm(y). So it follows that

0) r,(/) = nexp(5 ^Lm(y)tm).

Now it is easily seen that

(0   if m # 0 modp(y),

Lmiy) = lp(Y)(-l)"MAm/^   if m - 0 modp(y).

On the other hand, if A = ± 1 then

(1 - Atp)~l = 1 + Atp + á2t2p + • ■ ■ + (A/')" + ...

-«p(J>')")
= expf 2 -pt?,ptm )   where m = np.

\n=l w /

Thus it follows that

o-V*1)'-'^'-.^^*"),

and hence from (1) that

n(/) = n(i-A/^)(-')^'i
Y

Q.E.D.
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We will consider polynomials of the form

(2) n(i±'A),

where the p¡ are a finite set of positive integers. We need to factor these

polynomials as much as possible while still preserving the form (2). Thus

(1 - t2n) factors into (1 - /")(1 + /"), while if m is odd (1 - f) cannot be

further factored. The polynomial (1 + /") can never be further factored while

retaining the form (2). A factorization of a polynomial of the form (2) which

cannot be further factored preserving this form will be called a special

factorization.

Lemma 2. Ifp(i) is a polynomial of the form (2), then its special factorization

is unique up to sign and order of the factors.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the degree of p(t). The result is clearly

true if the degree is 1. Suppose now the result holds for polynomials of degree

A - 1 and p(t) has degree A. Then if there are two special factorizations

o) no±'")-/>(')-ii(i±'nv  ' i j

we let r = max({p,} U {a,}) and consider two cases:

(A) One of the two factorizations has a factor (1 + tr). In this case7?(/) has

a primitive 2rth root of unity and hence both factorizations must have a factor

of (1 + tr) since this is the only possible factor which could contribute such a

root. Thus if we divide both sides by this factor and apply the induction

hypothesis we are done.

(B) There are no factors of (1 + tr), but one side of (3) has a factor (1 - tr).

In this case we know that r is odd since otherwise (1 — tr) — (I — rr¡2)

• (I + r2) would not be fully factored. Also we know thatp(/) has a primitive

rth root of unity and hence both sides of (3) have a factor (1 - f) since no

other allowable factor could contribute an rth root of unity. Dividing both

sides by (1 - tr) and applying the induction hypothesis we again obtain the

desired result. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem. We consider first (a) and notice that by considering

simple examples and Lemma 1 it follows that rj(/) = 1/(1 - t)2 iff has degree

one. (Recall t/(/) depends only on the homotopy type of/.)

Now, if/has only finitely many periodic points, then Lemma 1 says

—U = n(i±íVn(ií^)(i-ty    i i i
where the p¡ are the periods of hyperbolic periodic points and qf are the periods of

sources and sinks. Thus at most one q, is a power of 2.
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By multiplying to clear fractions we obtain

n(i±'?')==(i-o2n(i±'A).
j

Now taking a special factorization of both sides (which is unique by Lemma

2) we arrive at a contradiction since a special factorization of the right-hand

side of the above equation will contain the factor (1 - /) at least twice and the

special factorization of the left-hand side can contain the factor at most once

since at most one of the q¡ is a power of 2. (Recall that (1 - ts) cannot be

further factored in a special factorization unless í is even.)

Thus we have contradicted the assumption that/has finitely many periodic

points.

For (b) we note that one finds easily that if/: S2 -* S2 has degree -1 then

t»(/) = 1/(1 - t2), and if deg/ = 0 then tj(/) - 1/(1 - /). Also for any

g:Z)2-+Z>2,T)(g) = l/(l-/).

Thus as in part (a) we obtain H (1 ± tqj) = (tj) ' Ü (1 ± 'Pl) by assuming

/ (or g) has finitely many periodic points. From this we derive a contradiction

since (tj)- is either equal to (1 - /) or (1 - /)(1 + t), and since now no q} is

a power of 2, the factor (1 — /) cannot occur in a special factorization of

J[j (I ± tqj). Thus, in this case also, / (or g) has infinitely many periodic

points.

The proof for (c) is essentially the same. We simply remark that if

/: Sl -» Sl has degree -1 then r/(/) - (1 + t)/(l - t) and if/: Sl -» Sl has

degree 0 or g: 7 -* 7 is any map, then

yj(f) = V(g) - 1/(1 - 0-     Q.E.D.

Added in proof. It has come to the author's attention that for maps of the

interval A. N. Sharkovskiy [6] has proven a much stronger result than part (c)

of the theorem above.
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